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Overall consolidated
investment 2016
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà is the main private
foundation in the country, due to both its designated
resources and the number of programmes it runs,
divided into three different areas: education, social
promotion and culture.
Its commitment to service has led the Foundation
to increase and diversify its actions in each of the
aforementioned lines of action, once the initiatives
promoted at the start of its activities in 1987 have
been consolidated.

Education
29.05%

Culture
35.33%

Other
projects
0.90%

Society
34.72%
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Introduction
Being at the service of people is at the core of
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà. This is a commitment
that, since 1987, has been embodied by so many
activities in the educational, social and cultural
areas. The scope of the initiatives promoted has
gradually increased over the past thirty years, taking
into account the interests, needs and concerns of
the country as we have grown together.
The Foundation has consolidated its history spanning
three decades thanks to a wide range of actions,
mainly aimed at contributing towards personal
development through training and knowledge, the
cornerstone of our three lines of action.

The scope of the initiatives promoted
by the Foundation has gradually increased
over thirty years of history, taking into
account the interests and needs of Andorra
The postgraduate scholarship programme with
which we started our activities has now become a
benchmark in the educational field. Yet another year,
it has given four young Andorrans the opportunity
to progress in their respective careers through
postgraduate studies at prestigious centres around
the world. Meanwhile, the collaboration established
with the University of Andorra enables us to provide

our support to future professionals, in order for
them to reach the optimal level of preparation
for their future through specialised, continuous
training. The awarding of the 4th Calvó Armengol
International Prize is recognition of the contribution
of the Foundation and the country to the world of
social research on an international scale.
Training and knowledge also extend to the context of
personal well-being, as often, and in many aspects,
good quality of life involves prevention. This reality
has been the guiding principle behind many of the
programmes that we have promoted in the social
sphere, with people’s health as one of the aspects
that we have placed most emphasis on, particularly
educational and informational activities as part of
the Up-to-date Health programme. We have also
furthered our commitment to the promotion of
projects to improve the future prospects and social
integration of the most disadvantaged groups, as
well as those most vulnerable to certain diseases.
Without forgetting L’espai, the training and
activities centre that the Foundation has created
for the elderly of Andorra, which is now a point of
reference for initiatives aimed at this group.
As on other occasions, the musical and performing
arts have been the focus of actions promoted in the
cultural sphere, particularly through the presence of

Antoni Pintat Mas,
Chairman of the Foundation Board of Trustees

© Eduard Comellas
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Fundació Crèdit Andorrà on the boards of trustees
of the Andorran National Classical Orchestra
(ONCA) Foundation and the Andorran National
Stage (ENA) Foundation. This year, though, we
are particularly satisfied with the Community and
Social Impact project, of redoubles our efforts in
culture and strengthens the path that we have set
out in the dissemination of knowledge and social
values education. The programme, begun in 2015
and firmly consolidated in 2016, uses music as a
tool for the inclusion and participation of different
groups such as at-risk youth, people deprived of
their liberty or students of the Nostra Senyora de
Meritxell Specialized School. The project highlights
our aspiration to promote training for people,
their well-being, and the cohesion and solidarity
of the entire community, as we firmly believe that
culture—understood in its broadest sense—is one
of the backbones of society.

Our first priority has been to be at
the service of the country and its
citizens, facilitating personal and social
development through concrete actions
The following pages show, through an integrating,
all-encompassing yet concrete view, the actions
carried out by the foundation throughout the
year. They also give us the opportunity to analyse
and evaluate the results achieved in a positive
manner, which will strengthen our commitment to

the country to continue to work at the service of
people. A commitment that we have made even
deeper and broader this year, as part of our wish
to contribute towards creating the world that we
want for future generations in Andorra.
Accordingly, Crèdit Andorrà has signed the United
Nations Global Compact and at the same time has
aligned itself with the principles of the United
Nations 2030 Agenda through the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà therefore commits to take on the challenges
of the future that the SDGs, mainly through health
and well-being (SDG 3) and quality education (SDG
4). It is our own contribution towards creating the
conditions needed to promote a global society
where people can fully develop themselves in a
sustainable, inclusive and prosperous environment.
Our vocation to serve people is what defines and
differentiates us; it is also what keeps us on the path
that we started on thirty years ago. Our first priority
has been to be at the service of the country and its
citizens, facilitating personal and social development
through concrete actions. The conviction that
training for people is a fundamental element for
the social, economic and cultural progress of any
society leads us to continue our solidarity work with
initiatives that have the dissemination of knowledge
and access to education as its finest examples.
Foundation
Board of Trustees
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At the service of education
Both training and the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
are essential values for the harmonious growth and progress of
society. The promotion of these aspects is a basic tool to face
the future with the best guarantees for individual and collective
development.
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà takes these goals as its own, as
they safeguard our aspiration to contribute to the training
of the country’s citizens, particularly its young people, who
are responsible for building a future for a more competitive,
innovative and committed Andorra.
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At the service of education

The professionals of tomorrow

#Fundació Crèdit Andorrà postgraduate scholarships
#Meeting of the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà Scholarship Holders Association

Collaboration with the University of Andorra
#Higher professional studies cycle
#Initiatives in the field of legal training
#Midwife training

Calvó Armengol International Prize
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The professionals of tomorrow
#Fundació Crèdit Andorrà postgraduate scholarships
#Meeting of the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà Scholarship Holders
Association

Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
postgraduate scholarships

192
scholarship

The Fundació Crèdit Andorrà is at the service of education because we
firmly believe that it is one of the essential pillars for the growth and
future of society. Our scholarship programme gives the country’s young
people the opportunity to improve their training.

In this year’s call for applications, there were four
young people who were chosen as the beneficiaries
of this programme—the first one to be launched by
the Foundation when it was first created. By awarding
a scholarship for postgraduate studies, the evaluation
panel has recognised the motivation and merit of the
following students:

Carolina Bartumeu
Rocamora

Master of Performance Programme.
Royal College of Music, London

Raquel Espunyes Nozières

Barcelona,
the city chosen the most often, with

79
students

Master in International Journalism.
City, University of London, London

Marta Mas Porta

Master in Business Administration.
IESE, Barcelona

Spain, France, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States,

as other popular
destinations

André Ribeiro Caçador

Official Master’s in Telecommunications
Engineering. La Salle, Barcelona
© Images: Eduard Comellas
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Meeting of the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà Scholarship
Holders Association
During this meeting of scholarship holders and
former scholarship holders of the Foundation, the
young people chosen during the most recent call
for applications have the opportunity to present
the postgraduate studies that they have just
begun, as well as their future career plans.

Anna Rocamora gave the presentation
during the 2016 Scholarship Holders’
Meeting
Sharing Values to Create Value was the title of
Anna Rocamora’s presentation, which focused on
the importance of joining the United Nations Global
Compact for companies, with the goal of aligning
their business operations and strategies with the
organisation’s ten universal principles in the field of
human rights, labour rights, the environment and
the fight against corruption.
Anna Rocamora received a scholarship from the
Foundation to take up a Master in International
Business Law at Esade.

49

participants

The four scholarship holders of 2016, Raquel Espunyes, Marta Mas,
André Ribeiro and Carolina Bartumeu, together with Antoni Pintat and Josep Peralba.
© Eduard Comellas
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Collaboration with the
University of Andorra
#Higher professional studies cycle
#Initiatives in the field of legal training
#Midwife training

Since 2004, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has signed an agreement with the University
of Andorra with the goal of launching specialised or higher educational projects, such
as the postgraduate in Andorran law, higher professional studies cycle or
midwife training.

Higher professional
studies cycle
The idea behind the Higher Professional Studies
Cycle (CPP) is to offer both students who have
completed their studies and working professionals
highly specialized training in their respective fields
of interest.

223
2016 Call for

participants

Specific language
disorder
Two seminars
47 participants

Computational thinking:
teaching children
to program
12 participants

11
seminars

Neuroeducation:
from neuroscience
to the classroom

Tools for training in
communication and
leadership upwards,
downwards and among
equals

2nd edition
21 participants

What does it mean
when I don’t say
anything? Keys to
understanding nonverbal communication

26 participants

16 participants

Evaluate to learn

Negotiation and conflict
resolution techniques

32 participants

15 participants

Multiple intelligences
in the classroom.
How to program using
multiple intelligences
16 participants

Vocal pathologies
18 participants

Conversational
leadership: the power
of conversations
and the art of asking
yourself
20 participants
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Initiatives in the field of legal
training
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has continued to provide
the financing needed to offer different training
programmes in the field of law in force in the country.

81
students

Postgraduate in Andorran Law
(2016-2018)

1

2016 Call for Applications

postgraduate

5

courses

12th edition
17 students

Refresher course on the new
regulations for inheritance law
in the Principality of Andorra
2nd edition
27 students

Refresher course
on public administration
26 students

Refresher course in civil law
in Andorra I
4 students

Refresher course on civil procedural
law and private international law in
Andorra
5 students

Refresher course on the Constitution
and other sources of law in Andorra
2 students
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Midwife training
Training in obstetrics gynecology nursing,
better known as specialisation in midwifery, has
celebrated ten years during the 2016-2017 school
year. Since 2007, the programme has sought to
respond to the dearth of professionals in this field
within the country.
This specialised training is offered as a result of
a collaboration agreement in place between the
University of Andorra, the University of Barcelona
and Fundació Crèdit Andorrà, which funds 50%
of the academic fees of the students from each
class.

2015-2017
Call for Applications

2

midwives

Cristina Pérez, certified midwife from the first class of students.
© Eduard Comellas
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This award, given every two years by the Government of Andorra, Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà and the Barcelona Graduate School of Economics, was established
in memory of the professor Antoni Calvó Armengol and recognises the contribution
of a researcher under 40 years old in the research on social interactions.

Matthew Gentzkow,
Stanford University professor,
for the study on the polarisation
of language in politics
and the media
The work, created in collaboration with Jesse
Shapiro of Brown University and Matt Taddy of the
University of Chicago, applies specific techniques
to analyse communication patterns in the United
States Congress over the past 130 years.
The research results made it possible to identify
the most common words used by Democrats
and Republicans during this time. The research
concluded that from 1870 to 1990, the reflex of
partisanship in political communication was slight
and constant, while this became much more evident
beginning 1990. With regard to the terminology
used in the media, the study concluded that the
press incorporates this polarisation of political
language depending on its editorial approach.

From left to right, Teresa Garcia-Milà, Director
of the Barcelona GSE; Antoni Martí, the Andorran Heat of
the Government; Matthew Gentzkow, and Antoni Pintat,
Chairman of the Foundation Board of Trustees.
© Eduard Comellas
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At the service of society
Providing tools and means to facilitate social development is
considered a duty by Fundació Crèdit Andorrà, a responsibility
that it takes on wholeheartedly in return for everything that the
community gives us in our daily activities.
Based on the cornerstone of our goals, we wanted to concentrate
our actions in the social sphere mainly through the dissemination
of knowledge, aimed at achieving the greatest well-being
for people.
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At the service of society

The strength of senior citizens
#L’ espai

Up-to-date health
#Coeliac disease
#Alzheimer
#Multiple sclerosis
#Adolescents
#Healthy habits

Breaking down barriers
#Special Olympics Andorra

Nourishing hope
#Food Bank

Other initiatives

#“Concòrdia” programme
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The strength of senior citizens
#L’ espai

Older people face the challenge of going through this stage in life in the vast
majority of cases while remaining completely active. We want to provide them
with specific tools so that they can continue to further their knowledge and
participating in group activities from an integrating approach, with effective
and interesting options.

L’espai
Over time, L’espai has firmly established itself as
the meeting place to develop and share in the
training or recreational initiatives offered by the
Foundation, aimed at the elderly.

1,282
1,153
registrations

Music workshop.

Physiotherapy workshop.

Talk by Sergi Mas on traditional occupations.

Intergenerational workshop.

© Agència de Notícies Andorrana (ANA)

© ANA

teaching hours

© ANA

© ANA
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L’espai computer centre

L’espai media library

The activities organised bring the elderly closer
to the wide range of possibilities offered by new
technologies to further their knowledge or to
acquire creative skills, while at the same time
making socialisation possible.

A long list of workshops and talks aimed at
encouraging physical and mental activity, aside
from contributing to the development of personal
and social relationships.

565

registrations

Courses and workshops
> Computing: beginners, intermediate and advanced.
> Power Point and Publisher.
> Editing and layout of publications.
> Digital photography.
> Digital video.
> Smartphones and touchscreen tablets.
> Social networks.
> Cloud storage.
>D
 igital projects: creation of a project and its
publication in the L’espai blog (new feature).

717

registrations

Activities
> Catalan courses, oral and written.
> English courses, basic and advanced.
> Courses on the history of Andorra.
> Guided hiking excursions: Naturlandia, cortal de
Llumeneres, Sorteny Nature Park, Tristaina Lakes,
Rec del Solà in Escaldes-Engordany.
>W
 orkshops and talks in the Healthy Aging programme:
Physical activity and relaxation, Protective foods
and disease-producing foods, Diet and the gut,
Carbohydrates, Health and sexuality as we grow old,
Resting and sleeping well as we grow old.
> Theatre workshop (preparation and performance of
the play Spot).
> Intergenerational workshops: Construction of a
model of the planet Saturn and sounds of the
universe.
> Talk and guided visit to the exhibit L’allau d’Arinsal.
> Other workshops and talks: Orchestra instruments,
Experience music, Andorra under ice, Traditional
occupations and Online banking for the elderly.
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L’espai volunteers centre
The Association for Elderly Volunteers (AVIM) has
collaborated with Fundació Crèdit Andorrà by
providing its help and experience in the activities
carried out at L’espai, particularly at the L’espai
computer centre.

418
registered
volunteers

Programme of activities
>Volunteering within the IT sector.
> Cultural excursions.
> Cine forum.
>H
 andicrafts workshops, of photography
The book of time, storytelling.

Christmas meeting.

Excursion to Rec del Solà.

Excursion to Naturlandia.

Performance of play, Spot.

© Eduard Comellas

© Fundació Crèdit Andorrà

© Fundació Crèdit Andorrà

© ANA
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Up-to-date health
#Coeliac disease
#Alzheimer
#Multiple sclerosis
#Adolescents
#Healthy habits

The thrust of “Up-to-date Health” proposes various training activities or activities
intended for the dissemination of knowledge, which impact on two critical aspects of our
well-being: disease prevention through healthy lifestyles and the dissemination of basic
and adequate information to recognise the appearance of certain diseases that have
a great social impact.

Coeliac disease
Coeliac disease is a chronic disease that means
permanent gluten intolerance in people who are
genetically predisposed to it.
To contribute towards awareness of the disease,
the Foundation has organised the conference
Coeliac Disease. Dietary Treatment, given by
Ramon Tormo, a doctor specialising in the digestive
system.

155

participants

Ramon Tormo, a doctor specialising in the digestive system.
© Eduard Comellas
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Alzheimer’s

Multiple sclerosis

Prevention and early detection are two of the main
actions to be taken immediately given the everincreasing incidence of neurodegenerative disease,
according to estimates by international health
organisations. The Foundation concentrates its
efforts in this field by raising awareness among the
population about the impact of these diseases on
the people affected by them and their immediate
circle.

The Foundation has continued to offer its support
to the TRANA Multiple Sclerosis Association
through stimulation and rehabilitation workshops
for people affected by the disease.

>
Alzheimer’s: The Challenge of Prevention, a

conference given by Dr. Agustín Ruiz, Research
Director at the ACE Foundation - Catalan
Institute of Applied Neuroscience.

The workshops were held every Wednesday from
November to June.

MEMORY
ASSESSMENT
Second Open Day
As a result of the widespread acceptance of
this initiative in 2015, in collaboration with the
ACE Foundation, a second day of memory
assessment was scheduled under the slogan If
we check our blood pressure, cholesterol and
blood sugar... why not our memory?

347

participants

A total of 147 people participated in the study,
which was aimed at analysing memory capacity,
language and other cognitive functions through
neuropsychological tools that are commonly
used in the diagnostic process.

Report evaluation session.

10

participants

33

sessions

Workshop on multiple sclerosis.
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Adolescents
Adolescence is a period of intense personal
development, which means that it is crucial to help
boys and girls grow harmoniously within the family,
educational and social environment, allowing them
to gradually mature as individuals.
Our aspiration to provide parents and educators
with the tools to better face this stage of
development of children has led the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà to organise the conference Affective
and Effective Communication with Adolescents.
Clear and Brave Messages to Educate Adolescents,
given by Eva Bach, educator, teacher and emotional
learning specialist.

165

participants
Eva Bach, educator, teacher and emotional learning specialist.
© Eduard Comellas
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Healthy
habits
The programme A la vostra salut (To Your Health), with its
informative approach, seeks to help us improve the quality of
life from the perspectives of diet, health, sports and personal
attitude by giving health tips and tips on how to develop
good habits.
Nutritionists, dietitians, doctors, psychologist, nurses,
physiotherapists, dentists, pharmacists, teachers and cooks,
among many others, contribute in preparing the content of
the programme, which includes 56 chapters and will run
until September 2017. A la vostra salut (To Your Health) is
broadcast by Andorra Televisió, from Mondays to Fridays, right
before the midday and evening news programmes, and also
on the online channels of the Foundation and Crèdit Andorrà.

© Fundació Crèdit Andorrà

56

chapters of
the programme
A la vostra salut
(To Your Health)

Watch video
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Breaking down barriers
#Special Olympics Andorra

Contributing to the social integration of the members, encouraging the participation of
athletes in national and international events and providing assistance in the organisation
of activities carried out by the federation are manifestations of the Foundation’s support for
the Special Olympics Andorra sports federation since 2007.

Special Olympics Andorra
>S
 ponsorship of the 7th Edition of the International

Ski Trophy, which was held in March on the
slopes of Soldeu-el Tarter.

>P
 rovision of new equipment intended for all

skiers of the Special Olympics Andorra, as well
as coaches and companions.

7th Edition of the International Ski Trophy.

© ANA

New equipment of the skiers of the Special Olympics Andorra.
© ANA
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Nourishing hope
#Food Bank

Food Bank
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has continued to give
its support to the Food Bank project of Càritas
Andorra, to help people and families lacking
resources.
The assistance provided comes in the form of a
supply of food, personal hygiene and household
products.

167

families
benefiting from
the Food Bank

Since 2011, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has given its support to the
Food Bank project of Càritas Andorra, which provides assistance
to people and families lacking resources.

459 kg
of food
collected

For the second consecutive year, the
employees of Crèdit Andorrà have rallied
support for the Foundation’s activities
and have given 889 basic products.
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Other initiatives
#“Concòrdia” programme

The foundation is one of the “Concòrdia” programme promoters, an
international cooperation project that enables pregnant women in Andorra
and different autonomous communities in Spain without a tissue bank
to donate umbilical cords.

“Concòrdia” programme
The project’s main goal is to obtain umbilical
cords and to contribute, through the donations, to
research into cures for serious illnesses.
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has given its support
right from the start in 2012, and has contributed
to Andorra’s status as a member country of this
international programme, which has garnered
widespread acceptance and high levels of
participation from the very beginning.

285

women
registered in
the programme

558
births

192
umbilical
cords
collected
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At the service of culture
Access to events, training activities or other initiatives included
under culture has to be made available to the highest number
of citizens.
Education and the dissemination of knowledge, also in this
area, comprise the pillars of the Foundation’s commitment. It
participates in corporate initiatives together with other institutions
and organisations, for the purpose of creating synergies in a field
of action with such a broad scope.
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At the service of culture

Our music

#Andorran National Classical Orchestra Foundation (ONCA)
#Ordino Festivals Association
#Orgue&nd International Festival

Andorran National Stage Foundation (ENA)
#ENA season
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Our music
#Andorran National Classical Orchestra Foundation
(ONCA)
#Ordino Festivals Association
#Orgue&nd International Festival

Andorran National Classical
Orchestra (ONCA) Foundation
The Government of Andorra and Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà, through the Andorran National Classical
Orchestra (ONCA) Foundation, have continued to
give their support for the initiatives included in this
long-term project.

13,418
participants

The promotion of music-based training projects has involved a great
amount of dedication in terms of the actions carried out by Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà. These initiatives have turned into a wide range of options
to enjoy quality performances, making the audience immerse themselves
in the music, from a personal standpoint and from the perspective
of different purposes.

Main thrusts of the
ONCA Foundation
in 2016

Creating quality
productions

1

Continuing to
promote
JONCA

2

4

3
Broadening the educational
project

Promoting the
“Community and
Social Impact”
project
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ONCA in Andorra
The 23rd Season of the ONCA Foundation has
included various performances by ONCA, in
orchestral and chamber ensembles, and by
Jonca, in chamber and basic ensembles. At the
same time, the activities under the pedagogical,
training and social projects have continued.

The pedagogical project

The training project

Bringing the knowledge of music closer to the
country’s children has been the basic goal of the
performances included in the line-up of the family
concerts and musical tales, mainly intended for
the little ones.

With the aspiration to contribute towards the
training of future instrumentalists, as well as that
of professionals who are already involved with
music in Andorra, the training workshops have
been continued.

>L
 a Cecília s’ha despertat! (Cecília has awakened).

> Iniciació a la improvisació (Introduction to
improvisation), with Oriol Saña and Albert Bello.
> Introducció a la percussió (Introduction to
percussion), with Santi Serratosa.
> El gest respiratori, una mirada des de la consciència
corporal (Respiratory movement, a look from bodily
awareness), with Vika Kleiman.

> J ugant amb el so (Playing with sound).
>N
 úvols amb nadons (Clouds with babies).
>E
 l fabulós viatge de l’Estel i el Domisol (The fabulous
journey of Estel and Domisol).

Vika Kleiman, during the workshop.
© ANA

Performance of El fabulós viatge de l’Estel i el Domisol
(The fabulous journey of Estel and Domisol).
© ANA
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“Community and social impact” project
This socio-educational project was begun in 2015 with
the aspiration to make musical participation accessible to
everyone, particularly through the creation of opportunities for
social inclusion. The project has been continued in 2016, given
the positive results achieved in the pilot test of Musica’t, which
exceeded all expectations.

MUSICA’T
The groups from Xeridell and the day center of the Nostra
Senyora de Meritxell Specialised School have continued
the experience they began in 2015. In a continuous
creative process—through a process of interaction
based on experimentation and shared learning—, they
have created a concert at the end of the project, which
was held at the La Llacuna conference hall.
Just like the approach used in the previous year, the
work carried out has given participants the opportunity
to listen to quality music live, as well as to become
familiar with the instruments, and to play and create
together, combining the exclusively musical experience
with other artistic tools such as movement, in order
to encourage and enrich creative and participative
approaches. The groups that have been a part of the
2016 Musica’t program are EDES and IMPULS, from the
Nostra Senyora de Meritxell Specialised School.

Music and creativity workshops.

© ANA

Watch video
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Basket
Beat
The two groups that have participated in this new initiative
are prison inmates and a group of at-risk young people.
During the creative and learning process, interaction has
also been taken into account—just like in other initiatives of
the project—far more than technical skills, while giving free
rein to foster creativity.
The Basket Beat technique uses the basketball, the body
and the game to facilitate access to a quality artistic
experience, for the purpose of promoting skills for daily life,
encouraging the creation of participative communities or
fostering speech and dialog among the participants.

Watch video

Images of the first Basket Beat at the
La Comella Prison.
© ANA
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Basic ONCA
The programme, focused on offering small-scale
concerts, has been continued as one of the main
lines of action to bring the knowledge of music
closer to the citizens.

5

proposals
in 2016

>M
 ash Up of the 60s. Quartet Sound Boulevard.
>W
 alking on Time. Clàudia Bardagí & Company,
accompanied by a quartet of the ONCA.
> Duo de violí i guitarra (Violin and guitar duet). Alexandre
Arajol and David Sanz.
> Ibèrics amb denominació d’origen (Iberians with designation
of origin). Quartet per l’Art.
> Els signes de la música (Musical notations). Notations
for trios.

Concert by Raphael, accompanied by the ONCA, at the Andorra la Vella Congress Centre.
© Eduard Comellas

Classic ONCA

5

Signes de Trio.
© Albert Caralps

productions
in 2016 in orchestral
or chamber ensembles

> The virtuosity of the cello in the 18th century.
> Concert de la Constitució: Romantic miniatures for
strings. Both this concert and the one before it had a prior
introductory talk given by Josep Martínez Reinoso, included
in the education project Learn to Listen to the ONCA.
> Summer concert: From “La cumparsita” to Piazzolla. ONCA
and the bandoneon soloist Enrique Tellería.
> Casa de la Vall garden concert: String in the wind. Isabel
Vinardell & Isabelle Laudenbach and a string quarter of
the ONCA.
> The ONCA, comprised of 61 musicians, also took part in the
concert given by the singer Raphael to celebrate the fact that
Andorra la Vella was declared the Ibero-American Capital of
Culture in 2016.
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The ONCA abroad
Classic and Basic ONCA
Concerts within the 12th ONCA cycle at the
Palau (Petit Palau of Barcelona):
>T
 he virtuosity of the trumpet from the 18th century
to the 20th century, with Luis González on trumpet.
>R
 omantic miniatures for strings.
>S
 extet for strings.
>F
 rom “La cumparsita” to Piazzolla, with the
bandoneon soloist Enrique Tellería.

Aside from the performances that have been
mentioned, the ONCA has been hired to perform
at different festivals, business events or other
musical events, such as the Platja d’Aro Jazz
Nights or the Porta Ferrada Festival in Sant Feliu
de Guíxols.

Concert de Santa Cecília, by the Jonca.
© Àlex Tena

Concerts at the Sant Cugat Auditorium Theatre
>S
 ymphonic classicism, with the pianist Daniel Ligorio.
> J azz with strings, with Andrea Motis & Joan
Chamorro Group. This concert was also given at
L’Auditori of Barcelona.

The Andorran National Youth
Chamber Orchestra (Jonca)

Concert in Madrid

The JONCA’s activities have been carried out
in the following concerts:

> The emotion of the classics, at the National
Auditorium of Music of Madrid.

The emotion of the classics concert,
at the National Auditorium of Music of Madrid.

© Juan de los Ríos

> Spring Concert. A basket of dances and songs,
with the participation of the music schools of the
Principality.
> Concert de Meritxell. Two violins, two worlds.
> Concert de Santa Cecília. What does music teach
us?, with the participation of the music schools
of the Principality.
> Great works, young talents (Basic JONCA).
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Ordino
Festivals Association
The collaboration between Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà and the Comú d’Ordino has again
given rise to activities organised for the Ordino
Festivals Association. Focused on promoting the
knowledge and dissemination of different styles
and periods, the initiatives have been a great
success with audiences.

Ordino and Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà New Year’s Eve Concert
The traditional New Year’s Eve Concert took place
in the afternoon of the first day of the year at the
National Auditorium of Andorra. The repertoire,
interpreted for the fourth consecutive year by the
Andorran National Classical Orchestra, directed by
Salvador Brotons, included polkas and waltzes by
Johann and Josef Strauss, aside from the overture
of the opera La gazza ladra by Gioachino Rossini,
and a selection of dances from the ballet Coppélia
by Léo Delibes.

480

participants

An image of the concert on the 1st January 2016.
© ANA
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Narciso Yepes Ordino and Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà Festival
In the organisation of the 34th edition of the Narciso
Yepes Ordino and Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
Festival, the Association has remained faithful
to its philosophy of reaching a wide audience,
through a quality line-up characterised by a variety
of musical styles.

5

musical events

performed at the National Auditorium
of Andorra and the Ordino parish church
> Fusió Blaumut & ONCA
> Trio Va de corda
> Bebe
> Un musical innominable (An unnamable
musical). Harry Potter
> Manel

1,477
participants
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International Orgue&nd
Festival
The Foundation has collaborated with the 17th
edition of the Orgue&nd International Festival,
organised by the Archpriesthood of Andorra.

6

concerts held
at the parish churches of
La Massana, Andorra la Vella
and Escaldes-Engordany, and at
the Plaça del Consell General
through a virtual organ

>O
 rgan al fresco. Raúl Prieto.
>B
 ach sings! Saskia Roures.
>O
 ld songs, new songs. Jan Vermeire
i Alain de Rudder.
> Passion! Olivier Vernet and Cédric Meckler.
> When the keys sing. Aaron Ribas and David Palanca.
> Concert de Sant Esteve. Ignacio Ribas.

Open Day.

1,260

© ANA

participants

Organ al fresco, with Raúl Prieto.
© ANA

The Festival also included an open day in order
to give firsthand experience of the instruments
of Andorra, as well as a conference on the brain
mechanisms involved in musical movement, given
by the doctor and organist Cédric Meckler.
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Andorran National Stage
Foundation
#ENA season

Andorran National Cultural Foundation (ENA) carries out its activities
as a platform for the promotion of performance arts. The sponsors are the
Government of Andorra, the Comú de la Massana and the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà,
with the support of the Comú de Sant Julià de Lòria as a collaboration partner.

ENA season
The main activity that the ENA has carried out this
year has been the presentation of the theatre
season to the Andorran public. In the ninth season’s
programme, priority was given to performances
that were produced or co-produced by the ENA.

5,492
participants

6

Alícia meravellosa (Alice in Wonderland).

Contes salvatges (Wild Tales).

works

staged in Andorra and
outside its borders, the majority of
which lasted for more than one session

>A
 lícia meravellosa (Alice in Wonderland)
>C
 ontes salvatges (Wild Tales)
>A
 quells (Those People)
> Heliceo, concert per a sis ventiladors i un sol pilot
(Heliceo, a concert for six fans and only one pilot)
>F
 red (Cold)
>R
 efugiats (Refugees)
Vertical dance.
© ANA

Heliceo, concert per a sis ventiladors i un sol pilot
(Heliceo, a concert for six fans and only one pilot).
© ANA
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